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THE INFLUENCE OF LAW 12.431 OF 2011 ON DEBENTURE SPREAD 
 
Abstract 
Applying resources in the infrastructure is vitally important for the expansion of national 
infrastructure. The government enacted Law No. 12.431/2011, which provides for income tax 
exemption for individuals residing in Brazil or foreigners who invest in debentures related to 
the infrastructure projects implementation (encouraged debentures).  Thus, it is expected that 
the tax benefit, granted by the Law, will be one of the determining factors in the pricing of 
debentures, since, by the rational choice theory, it seeks to test the hypothesis that the spread 
required for encouraged debentures is equivalent to the spread of any other debenture of the 
same level of risk adjusted for the income tax fiscal impact. However, the results do not show 
that the spread of encouraged debentures is lower than the spread of non-encouraged 
debentures. The research contribution addresses questions about government sectorial public 
policies and the characteristics of the debentures market in Brazil, the research showed a new 
outlook on this investment market in recent years. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Investment in national infrastructure is of paramount importance to national 
development in that it seeks to mitigate deficiencies in strategic sectors such as energy, 
communications, sanitation, transport, etc. 

Originally, the Brazilian State operated as the main executor of infrastructure projects. 
This model has been changed to allow the participation of third parties in the construction, 
improvement, and operation of important public facilities, through several different legal 
instruments, among them the concession. 

According to Di Pietro (2017), partnerships with private entities for the performance of 
relevant social activities seek to achieve three main objectives: a) reduction of the state 
apparatus (delegation of public services and termination of administrative bodies and entities); 
b) fostering private initiative in the performance of activities of public interest; and c) 
efficiency, through the introduction of administrative management in order to flexibilize 
procedures and look for the results. 

For Oliveira (2015), the need for efficient administrative management led the State to 
develop several public services through concessions to the private sector (concessionaires), and 
regulation, in general, was in charge of regulatory agencies. In a way, this portrays that Brazil 
has been experiencing a stage characterized by a huge demand for investments in infrastructure 
and public services, before dramatically restrictive budgets. 

The financing model carried out mostly by the public sector, mainly through the 
National Bank for Economic and Social Development - BNDES, has been showing signs of 
exhaustion, mainly due to the severe economic crisis that Brazil has experienced, which resulted 
in the shortage of funds from the Federal Treasury to meet the financing demanded for 
infrastructure investments in the country. 

Assaf Neto (2014) points out that most of the financing of Brazilian companies stems 
from the bank credit and that the funding of productive investments in Brazil have trouble in 
meeting the actual financing needs of companies. For the author, "the longer-term operations 
are offered in Brazil by official financial institutions such as the BNDES system." 

In this scenario, in which the private partners receive incentives to seek other forms of 
financing that align to the profile of the investments to be made, the issue of debentures may 
become an interesting source of funding for infrastructure projects. 



Nunes (2014) understands that the main advantage of issuing debentures is flexibility, 
as the maturity of each series, the guarantees, the interest payment flow, and the amortization 
can be tailored to meet each project needs. The author also mentions the reduction of funding 
costs as an advantage of this type of instrument. 

The Brazilian government sought to boost private fundraising for domestic 
infrastructure funding through Law No. 12.431, which established, among other things: 

i. Zero rate for income tax incident on long-term private securities yields, issued by non-
financial companies, when paid, when credited, when delivered or remitted to a 
beneficiary resident or domiciled abroad (art. 1); and 

ii. Zero rate for income tax on long-term debentures income issued to finance infrastructure 
projects when earned by individuals (art. 2). 
The explanatory memorandum to the aforementioned legal provision argues that the 

measures are necessary to enable the construction of a private long-term financing market. It 
also stressed need to acknowledge that the validation of the good economic growth prospects 
at that time demanded the construction of a new funding base for projects of greater maturity, 
which implies greater participation of private sector as an additional source of funding. 

The initiative, however, is not new. Decree-Law no. 157, of February 10, 1967, had 
already dealt with the granting of tax incentives for the companies' capitalization and the 
granting of incentives for the purchase of shares and debentures. The mechanism allowed 
income taxpayers to allocate up to 10% of the due income tax each year to funds from financial 
institutions. These financial institutions should invest the aforementioned funds in the purchase 
of shares and debentures issued by companies covered by the Decree. 

In view of the above, the core of this research is guided by the question: did the 
enactment of Law No. 12,431, of June 24, 2011, positively influence the debentures spreads 
issued after the regulation? 

For Moll (2010) the Rational Choice Theory is a normative theory that proposes an 
explanation for intentional human actions. According to this rationale, agents seek to optimize 
their actions through a process that involves the analysis of all costs and benefits related to each 
alternative, seeking to maximize the utility of the results to be achieved with the aforementioned 
decision. 

In line with this theory, this research assumes the economic rationality of agents in the 
sense that for the same level of risk, the rational investor will choose the investment alternative 
that presents the greatest expected return (Assaf Neto, 2014). That is, given the same level of 
risk, the alternative that maximizes the investor's utility is the one with the highest expected 
return, as recommended by the Rational Choice Theory. 

In another round, the corporate finance literature indicates that the interest rate on a debt 
security is composed of a base interest rate and a spread that compensates for the various 
specific risks of each security. 

The spread is understood as the difference between a specific rate and a reference rate. 
According to Sheng and Saito (2005), the main reference indicators used by the market are the 
IGP-M (General Market Price Index), the DI (Interbank Deposits), the National Association of 
Investment Banks (ANBID) and the Long-Term Interest Rate (LTIR). 

For the Brazilian market, government securities are commonly used as parameters for 
risk-free investments. Therefore, the spread of any security represents the excess remuneration 
rate of that security compared to the public security with similar features (index and term). 
Hence, it was sought to analyze the spread of infrastructure debentures and compare it with the 
spread of debentures that do not have the benefit of Law no. 12,431 / 2011. 

Thus, this paper investigated whether the encouraged debentures provided cheaper 
funding for investment projects and, in addition, three specific objectives were formulated: 



i. Did the companies that resorted to funding through encouraged debentures make this 
form of funding more prevalent than non-encouraged debentures? 

ii. During the period of economic crisis recently faced by Brazil, was the fundraising 
sought with more emphasis through encouraged debentures? 

iii. Is it possible to identify which sectors of the economy most resorted to funding through 
encouraged debentures? 
The main reason for undertaking this study is to identify the influence of state regulation 

on the interest rate formation of financing instruments used for funding infrastructure projects 
in the country. It is not difficult to argue that government action aims to boost infrastructure 
development in Brazil, as a way to enhance national economic development. 

The rationale advocated by the federal government for proposing the tax benefit to 
infrastructure debentures presupposes that these instruments enable a lower cost of fundraising 
for projects that seek to foster national infrastructure. 

One cannot forget that this governmental measure ultimately results in a waiver of 
revenue by the federal government. Thus, one can point out the effectiveness of the initiative 
insofar as it is verified that, in fact, infrastructure projects are able to raise funds at a lower cost. 
In this line, this research contributes to the assessment of the tax exemption granted to the 
debentures aimed at infrastructure projects. 
 
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Debentures 

Debentures can be defined as securities, according to Law No. 6.385, of July 12,1976 - 
art. 2nd, I; credit securities, according to Law No. 6.404, of December 15, 1976 - art. 52; or as 
extra-judicial enforceable titles, as Law No. 13.105, of March,16, 2015 - art. 784, I. 

According to Pinheiro (2016), these securities issued by companies in order to raise 
medium and long-term funds, are usually intended to either finance projects or to lengthen the 
debt profile. As shown in Figure 1 below. 

 
Figure 1 –Debentures Issuance Process 

Source: Pinheiro, 2016. 



The Securities and Exchange Commission - SEC (2019) highlights that the debenture 
consists of  “a fundraising instrument in the capital market, to which companies resort in order 
to finance their projects” and otherwise the CVM highlights that debentures are private credit 
securities in which debenture holders are creditors of the company and expect to receive 
periodic interest and payment of the principal. 

Law 12.431/2011, known as the Infrastructure Debentures Law, brought a package of 
tax benefits (income tax and FTT - Financial Transaction Tax) to investors, interested in 
acquiring credit securities for infrastructure projects. The proposal was an option that would 
bring incentives to investors, so that demand is stimulated, leading to an increase in 
infrastructure development in the country (Bicalho, 2014). The objective of this new law was 
to restructure the sector regulation and forms of taxation, that is, to foster the capital market 
making infrastructure debentures a more attractive mechanism for private capital (Matos, 
2014). 

With the law implementation, the debentures come to have a particular profile and a tax 
benefit for certain investors, thus segmenting the market into two major groups: encouraged 
debentures and non-encouraged or corporate debentures (Almeida; Bazilio, 2015). 

Subsidies for infrastructure are justified on the understanding that projects have social 
and environmental benefits (externalities). Thus, it aims to reduce the cost of financing 
infrastructure projects, providing a reduction in the gap between private profitability and social 
return (Pereira; Miterhof, 2019). 

The B3 (2019)1 informs that debentures can be remunerated in the following ways: 

• A fixed interest rate; or 

• A fixed interest rate adjusted, up or down, by one of the following rates: Reference Rate 
(RR), Long-Term Interest Rate (LTIR), Basic Financing Rate (BFR), or floating rates 
regularly calculated, being publicly available and based on operations contracted at 
fixed market rates. 

• Alternatively, it is allowed the issuance of debentures with a monetary correction clause 
based on the coefficients fixed for the monetary correction of federal public securities, 
exchange rate variation or price index, adjusted, up or down, by fixed rate. 
According to Martits and Fraletti (2014), the encouraged debentures have some 

limitations that can impact their demand, the main one being the form of compensation of these 
securities. By law, this type of debenture can only be paid through: fixed interest, inflation index 
- Broad National Consumer Price Index (IPCA) or indexed by the Reference Rate (TR). 

Regarding classification, the debentures are in the following categories: 

• As to the Form: It can be nominative or book-entry; 

• As to the Convertibility (Class): Can be convertible or non-convertible (Simple);  

• As to the Guarantee or Class: According to the issuance deed, it can be Brazilian Real 
(R$), Floating, Unsecured, Subordinated (see also accessory limits and guarantees). 
The Capital Markets Bulletin released by ANBIMA - Brazilian Association of Financial 

and Capital Market Entities - (2019) regarding domestic issues in 2018 shows that fixed income 
assets increased their share in the total issued (89% in 2018 against 77% in 2017). The entity 
analyzes that this performance was influenced by the growth in the debenture’s issuance, which, 
in 2018, accounted for 65% of all issuances in the year - in 2017 it was 45%. 

ANBIMA also highlighted the change in the debentures issuance profile in 2018 
compared to 2017: there was a reduction in the participation of institutional investors (61% in 

 

1 The name B3 means Brazil, Bolsa (Stock Exchange), and Balcão (Business Desk). B3 is responsible for the Stock 
Exchange in Brazil, besides incorporating the Commodities and Futures Exchange, in addition to CETIP (Central 
for Custody and Financial Settlement of Private Securities), a custody institution of public and private securities. 
B3 is the company responsible for the Stock Exchange and it is also listed on the Stock Exchange itself. In fact, it 
is listed as present in the new market, the highest level of corporate governance in Brazil. 



2017 and 51% in 2018), an increase in the average term from 4.7 to 6,2 years and a significant 
reduction in the securities whose maturity is up to three years (from 45% to 29%). 

The entity credits this profile amendment to the increase in the portion of debentures 
issued through Law No. 12,431 / 2011, which “for being directed to infrastructure projects and 
for being exempt from income tax for individuals, such debentures have a longer maturity and 
liquidity in the secondary market ". During 2018 it was registered the issuance of R$ 23.6 billion 
of encouraged debentures against R$ 9.1 billion in 2017, more than double that of 2016, when 
it reached only R$ 4.4 billion. 

Notwithstanding the growth seen in 2018 compared to the previous year, it should be 
noticed that there remains a small representation of encouraged debentures in relation to the 
total number of issued debentures: in 2018, R$ 140 billion in debentures were issued. That is, 
in 2018, the percentage of encouraged debentures reached 16.9% of total issues (in 2017, this 
percentage was 9%). These figures corroborate the study by Almeida and Bazilio (2015), where 
it is noticed that the encouraged debentures, though representing a small percentage of total 
debentures issues, have a greater distribution in the market, which may cause higher liquidity 
of securities in the secondary market.  

These figures also seem to confirm the analysis by Wajnberg (2014), who carried out a 
study on the issuance of infrastructure debentures held until the end of 2013. At that time, the 
author realized it was too early to draw conclusions about the encouraged debentures, and that 
the low volume captured until December 2013 (R$ 5 billion) was much more a reflection of its 
short existence than of failures in the instrument design.  The author also believed that the 
encouraged debentures apparently have greater acceptance, on both the supply and the demand 
side.  

One element that certainly contributes to the popularity of this form of fundraising is 
the BNDES' incentive for such practice. Siffert (2016) states that in all infrastructure projects, 
BNDES has encouraged the issuance of debentures, which represent 10% of CAPEX - CAPital 
EXpenditure, and such debentures must be issued during the project's implementation phase. 

In another study, Wajnberg (2015) analyzed the effectiveness of infrastructure 
debentures after 5 years of their existence. The author concluded that "the law has generally 
been achieving its objectives, even in an adverse scenario for corporate security issues of fixed 
income". For the author, there were signs of an effective development of a niche in the capital 
market, made up of debentures of infrastructure projects. On the other hand, the author did not 
fail to consider that improvements in regulation, improvements in related processes and 
improvements in the performance monitoring of this public policy can and should be pursued.   

Another study, prepared by Bragança, Pessoa and Souza (2015), who discussed the 
recent debentures market evolution in Brazil, whose objective was to study descriptively 1,183 
debentures issued between January 2000 and December 2013, pointed out that the national 
market of debentures has grown in recent years, but it still presents unfavorable features for the 
long-term investment, such as the low term of assets and the participation focused on financial 
agents and investment funds. 

A similar conclusion comes from the Economic Journal “Valor Econômico”, for whom 
the “capital market fails in financing infrastructure”. An expert heard by the aforementioned 
Journal believed that infrastructure investments stood around R$ 100 billion in 2018 and, of 
this total, around R$ 9 billion would come from the capital market” (which has not been 
confirmed, since the year recorded R$ 23.6 billion in encouraged debenture issues). The above 
mentioned Journal believed that market share tended to grow due to the creation of the Long 
Term Rate (LTR), which will bring BNDES rates closer to market rates. However, this growth 
should be slow. 

In another aspect, Delbem (2016) seeks to determine the tax benefit impact on the 
pricing of infrastructure debentures. Empirical studies have not found evidence that the credit 



spread of an infrastructure debenture was equivalent to a credit spread of any debenture, 
adjusted by income tax and other risk factors. 

Unlike the approach taken by Delbem (2016), which identified a number of variables 
that contribute to the debentures pricing, this study aims at assessing different spreads only for 
the issues of companies that have issued debentures with and without the tax benefit. 

At this point, to the same extent that the limitation of this study is pointed out, namely, 
the failure to examine other factors that determine the formation of the interest rate of these 
securities (economic moment, rating, issue size, etc ... ), the succinct approach proposed by the 
present analysis highlights the explanatory power of the issuing company as a decisive factor 
to capture the risk perceived by investors. That is, it is assumed that, when considering the same 
issuing company, the perceived risk would be similar. 
 
Determinants of Corporate Bond Spread 

According to the Finance Theory, the spread is a difference between the interest rate on 
public securities and the interest rate on private securities. This kind of measurement is based 
on the concept that the risk-free interest rate occurs when the country is the issuer of its 
currency. Therefore, this difference is the security spread, which can also be understood as the 
credit risk of these companies. 

However, credit risk is not the only crucial variable in the formation of corporate 
securities spread. There are other variables such as: security term, liquidity, governance, 
guarantees, interest rates and country risk. These variables influence the formation of security 
spreads both abroad and in Brazil (Caires, 2019). 

In Brazil, some studies are classical regarding debentures, as Mellone, Eid Júnior and 
Rochman (2002) apply a regression analysis comparing the influences of variables such as 
rating, term, guarantee, type, and class. Another worth mentioning is the article by Sheng and 
Saito (2005), where they analyzed the impact of credit rating in determining the debentures 
spread.  

The study by Fraletti and Eid Júnior (2005), on the other hand, seeks to understand the 
relation between the rating and the revenue of debentures through least squares. The work 
presented by Paiva (2006) also addresses the variables that influence the debentures spread, but 
its innovation comes with the inclusion of macroeconomic variables in the model. Following 
the innovation line, Gonçalves and Sheng (2010) study the spread using some proxies in view 
of the liquidity risk that is inherent to the trading data of the secondary debentures market.  

In view of the Interbank Deposits - the DI’s law coming into force, new studies and 
approaches are presented, according to Delben (2016), who assessed the impact of the tax 
benefit granted to investors for investments in infrastructure or encouraged debentures. The 
result shows that the tax benefit limits the market for infrastructure debentures, since the non-
inclusion of investment funds in the benefit range causes a distortion, resulting in a spread 
smaller than the risk premium demanded by investors. This finding corroborates a case study 
carried out by Martits and Fraletti (2014), where the infrastructure debentures limitation is 
placed precisely in the impossibility of investment funds not being able to enjoy the tax benefit. 
 
3. METHODOLOGICAL PROCEDURES 

The research is classified as quantitative, as the study is based on data extracted from 
reality in numeric format, which objectively express the data reality. Likewise, this is an 
exploratory research in that it seeks to understand the possibility of interaction between two 
variables (spread of debentures and tax benefit) that characterize a reality. 

As for the procedures for obtaining the data, it is an experimental research where the 
independent variables will be manipulated in order to verify the generated effects, if any, on the 



other observed variables. Data collection will be post-fact as it seeks to investigate past 
phenomena through documents that portray the reality of these phenomena. 

Data and statistics on debentures issues that occurred in Brazil from 2012 through 2018 
were collected. The source was the database of the National Debentures Module, which 
provides all data and documents related to issues registered in the SDN (National Debentures 
System), this database is managed by ANBIMA. 

The period had 1233 debentures issuances. In total, there were 224 issues of encouraged 
debentures by 147 different companies. Of this total, 46 companies issued, in addition to 
encouraged debentures, non-encouraged debentures, in order to enable the analysis between 
these two types of issuance. Two companies were not considered in the sample, which issued 
pre-fixed debentures and indexed by the IGP-M. Thus, the sample consists of 44 companies 
and 178 issuances. 

Based on the theoretical review on the topic, one can test the effectiveness of the public 
policy of granting tax benefits for issuing encouraged debentures questioning whether, in fact, 
the cost of funding carried out through encouraged debentures (translated through the spread in 
relation to the government security) is less than the cost of funding carried out through non-
encouraged debentures: 

• H0: The average spread of encouraged debentures is less than the average spread of non-
encouraged debentures.  

• H1: The average spread of encouraged debentures is not less than the average spread of 
non-encouraged debentures. 
The spread was defined as the difference between the interest rate offered by any 

debenture selected in the sample and the interest rate offered by the most similar government 
bonds available. For calculation purposes the debentures were grouped into two groups: 

• Debentures indexed by the IPCA - These debentures have an average maturity of 6.8 
years and their rates will be compared with the purchase rates of the Tesouro IPCA+2 
title on the same date of issuance of the debentures (or, if unavailable, of the 
immediately preceding date ) with a similar term on the same issuance date.  

• Debentures indexed by the DI (Interbank Deposits)  –These securities have an average 
maturity of 4.7 years and their rates will be compared with the purchase rates (early 
morning) of the Tesouro SELIC3  security on the same issuance date of the debentures 
(or, if unavailable, the immediately preceding date) with a similar maturity on the same 
date of issuance. 
The samples will be analyzed as to their descriptive statistics, and a mean difference test 

will be performed using the t-statistic at 5% significance. 
If the t statistic points to the rejection area of the null hypothesis, that is, if a “p” value 

less than 0.05 is found, the null hypothesis is rejected and, consequently, it is not rejected the 
alternative hypothesis that the average spread of encouraged debentures  is not smaller than the 
average spread of non-encouraged debentures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2
 Tesouro IPCA+ – Treasury Broad National Consumer Price Index (Tesouro IPCA+) are securities with 

profitability linked to the variation of the IPCA, plus interest defined at the time of purchase. As it is a post-fixed 
security, returns to be received by the investor will vary until the maturity date. 

3 Tesouro SELIC – Treasury Special Settlement and Custody System (Tesouro SELIC) are post-fixed securities 
that have a return linked to the Selic Rate. The Selic Rate is the basic interest rate of the Brazilian economy. 



4. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

The descriptive spreads statistics are summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 - Spreads Analysis 

Statistics  Non-encouraged 
debentures (A)  

Encouraged 
debentures (B)  

Differences 
(A-B) 

Average Spread 0,73% 0,52% 0,21% 

Median spread 0,46% 0,42% 0,04% 

Standard deviation of 
spread 0,78% 0,79% -0,01% 

Spread variance 0,01% 0,01% -0,00% 

Minimum -0,02% -0,79% 0,77% 

Maximum 2,49% 2,47% 0,02% 

Volume raised (R$ million) 44.741 18.917  

Source: Prepared by the authors, 2019. 

 
For 26 companies, or 60% of the cases, the spread of the encouraged debentures 

compared to the government bonds was smaller than that of the non-encouraged debentures. 
The statistical t -test, comparing the average spread of encouraged debentures and non-

encouraged debentures, is 0.1094. This indicates that, for commonly used significance levels 
(up to 5%), one cannot rule out the null hypothesis that the average spreads between the two 
groups are equal. 

As for the representativeness of funding through encouraged debentures, it was found 
that around 30% of funding made by the analyzed companies was raised through encouraged 
debentures. 

This point is relevant and helps to reflect on the research problem since it indicates that 
encouraged debentures were not the main way of funding among companies that issued 
encouraged and non-encouraged debentures. In other words, in addition to the fact that the 
encouraged debentures do not have a spread that is significantly smaller than the non-
encouraged debentures, they also did not represent the main alternative used by companies. 

On the other hand, this point, regarding the representativeness of funding through 
encouraged debentures, may also be a possible consequence of the fact that the encouraged 
debentures do not have significantly smaller spreads, in addition to requiring additional 
procedures with the sector ministry. In other words, it would be to say: given that the 
encouraged debentures do not have significantly lower spreads, companies do not primarily 
resort to this kind of issuance, due to the additional bureaucracy for approval by the 
Government. 

Graph 1 illustrates the share of each activity sector in encouraged debentures 
fundraising: 
 
 
 
 
 



Graph 1 - Allocation of Funds Raised 

          Source: Prepared by the authors, 2019. 

 
The chart above shows great preponderance of the electric power sector in raising funds 

through encouraged debentures. The distribution sector alone accounts for 44% of the funds 
raised. 

Also noteworthy is the participation of the oil and gas sector represented by a single 
company, Petrobras S/A, which accounted for 9% of all funding. There is also the need to 
comment on the absence of certain infrastructure sectors such as airport and port. 

Another research question concerns the investigation of the possible greater use of 
encouraged debentures during the economic crisis period recently faced by Brazil. 

As reported by Reuters Brasil (2017), evaluating data from the Brazilian Institute of 
Geography and Statistics - IBGE, in the first quarter of 2017, Brazil's Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) grew 1 percent in relation to the previous three months and, therefore, ended two 
consecutive years of recession. Thus, it is relevant to investigate whether, during the economic 
crisis period (years of 2015 and 2016, mainly), the encouraged debentures played a greater role 
for financing infrastructure projects. 

Graph 2 lists the quarterly volume of funds raised through infrastructure debentures with 
the GDP recorded in the respective quarter compared to the same quarter of the immediately 
previous year. 



Graph 2 - Volume raised x quarterly GDP 

Source: Prepared by the authors, 2019. 

 
The data reveal no major role of encouraged debentures during the crisis. Quite the 

contrary, the amount raised through these instruments appears to have a positive correlation to 
the country's GDP, in that, at times when GDP was positive and high, funding was also higher, 
and the opposite was also noticed. This indicates that the encouraged debentures were not an 
alternative financing instrument during the economic crisis. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

This study sought to analyze the influence of Law No. 12,431 / 2011 on the spread of 
debentures. It was sought to investigate whether the encouraged debentures provided cheaper 
funding for investment projects. 

As a conclusion, it was observed that it was not possible to reject the hypothesis that 
these two groups debentures (encouraged and not encouraged) have the same average spread. 
Thus, the DI’s law did not prove to be an efficient mechanism, causing, according to Pereira 
and Miterhof (2019), a fiscal inefficiency in the granted subsidies distribution, generating 
distortion in the debentures market. In accordance with the understanding of Wajnberg and 
Castro (2016), Law 12,431, unfortunately does not contribute to liquidity in the secondary 
market since it is seen as less important for buy-and-hold investors. 

Likewise, it was also possible to observe that, among the companies that raised 
encouraged and non-encouraged debentures, fundraising through non-encouraged debentures 
was predominant, accounting for about 70% of the origin of this type of resource. This result 
supports the evidence found by Pimentel, Peres, and Lima (2011), which portrays that Brazilian 
market is still incipient compared to other developed countries. 

Unfortunately, the encouraged debentures proposal did not have the result expected by 
the Government. According to some authors such as Bicalho (2014), Passos and Mendes-da-
Silva (2014), Almeida and Bazilio (2015), Wajnberg and Castro (2016) some situations 
contributed to the non-achievement of the proposed goals, among them: macroeconomic 
uncertainties, high interest rates as from 2013 and concentration of projects funding by BNDES.  
Other factors also influence the encouraged debentures market performance, including:  i) non-
uniform procedures for issuance approval, ii) low fundraising appeal for infrastructure projects 
and iii) low liquidity in the secondary market (Pimentel; Borinelli; Lima; de Lima, 2008; 
Passos; Mendes-da-Silva, 2014, Wajnberg; Castro, 2016). 
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Furthermore, it was found that, during the economic crisis recently faced by Brazil, 
companies have not sought, with greater momentum, financing through encouraged debentures. 
On the contrary, it was found that, apparently, the amount raised through encouraged debentures 
may have a positive correlation with the Gross Domestic Product. 

As for the sectors that most resorted to this fundraising type, there was a great 
preponderance of the electric energy sector in fundraising through encouraged debentures, this 
result is evidenced in the work of Passos and Mendes-da-Silva (2014). It was shown the 
distribution sector relevance, which alone accounts for 44% of the funds raised via this type. 

It is noticed the limitation of the analysis carried out, insofar as it was investigated 
exclusively the presence of spread difference between encouraged debentures and other 
debentures. Other determinants of spread were not part of the analysis scope. 

The research contribution involves questioning the federal government's public 
incentive policies. Several questions may arise regarding this finding, among them: 

• Did the influence of factors not considered in the analysis prevent findings regarding 
the relevance of the tax incentive for infrastructure debentures? 

• Could it be that, in fact, government policy has not had the expected effects of lowering 
the cost of funding for investments in infrastructure? 

• What are the other possible alternatives to lower the cost of funding for investments in 
infrastructure?  
Another contribution is related to the debentures market in Brazil, the research provided 

a new analysis on this investment market in recent years. 
The questions raised above are possibilities for studies that can be investigated in future 

research. In addition to a complementary approach according to the studies by Golçalves and 
Sheng (2010), Giacomoni and Sheng (2013), Almeida and Bazilio (2015), in which they deal 
with the debenture’s liquidity risk and its determinant factors in the secondary market. 
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